Point feature and line feature are basic elements in object feature sets, and they play an important role in object matching and recognition. On one hand, point feature is sensitive to noise; on the other hand, there are usually a huge number of point features in an image, which makes it complex for matching. Line feature includes straight line segment and curve.
INTRODUCTION
Points or areas of an image are usually defined to be features directly or indirectly in computer vision. A feature should reflect global or local character of an image, and it is expected to be repeatable and distinctive. Edge, shape, texture, color, corner and blob are common features. Feature plays an important role in object detection, tracking and recognition.
A corner is usually a point with great variation in brightness of an image, or a point with the maximum curvature in an edge curve. Corner is a widely used point feature that reflects local structural character of an image. Yet, corner extraction will cost a huge of calculation, and might be affected by noise. SIFT [1] descriptor is also a widely used point feature; it shows statistics of gradient in key-point neighborhood. Once an image is blurred or smoothed, there are usually little point features detected by SIFT descriptor. Line feature usually comes from edge or contour of the object in the image. Zeng [2] used geometry information such as length, middle point and angle of line segment to describe the line segment, however, this method is not affine invariant. Schmid [3] used epipolar constraint to describe line segment, but gray level of images is expected to be related closely in this method. Wang [4] proposed MSLD descriptor, mean and variance of gradients in local area of the edge was used to describe edge. HOG [5] descriptor used statistics of gradient information to describe the image. However, MSLD and HOG are not scale invariant.
A method of planar geometry primitive presentation is proposed. First, two types of primitives reflecting the structures of the object are constructed. The related works are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, primitive extraction method is discussed. Some experiments and simulation results are shown in Section 4. We describe some discussions and future works in Section5.
PLANAR GEOMETRY PRIMITIVE

Planar geometry primitive construction
Here, planar geometry primitive is primitive with geometric character that reflecting local structural character, primitive representation should meet the demand of scientificalness, stability and simplicity. Scientificalness plays a key role in understanding object structure. Stability reflects the ability of anti-disturbance. Simplicity refers to computation complexity. Then, two types of primitives are constructed, one is intersecting line primitive, the other is blob primitive.
Line segment feature [6] plays a significant role in feature matching and recognition. The advantage is as follows. (1) Compared with point feature, line segment feature provides more geometry constraint; in addition, line segment feature has stronger noise immunity. Furthermore, there are less line segment features, so the time for matching can be saved. (2) Compared with area feature, line segment feature is less complex in computation. Therefore, line segment feature is first considered to construct geometry primitive. Single line segment contains limited information, and it is easily affected by noise. Furthermore, long line segment may be divided into several parts and short line segments may be combined into long line segment. So line segments with one intersection are defined to be an intersecting line primitive. The reasons are as follows. First, orientation is more stable than length or width of a line segment. Second, parallel or collinear line segments line can't provide a stable location.
Despite of the advantages above, line feature can't completely describe an object for the possible existence of curves. In this case, blob is introduced. A blob is usually an area existing color or gray difference with surroundings. Blob feature is more stable than point feature and line feature due to the description of an area. In addition, line feature places particular emphasis on edge, and blob feature is an excellent complement to it. In a word, the two types of primitives can be combined into one:
Planar geometry primitive description
n is assigned to be the type of the primitive,
, it is blob primitive; when 1  n , it is intersecting line primitive. X is assigned to be the number of line segments in intersecting line primitive or the radius of a blob primitive. The descriptor A is rotation invariant and scale invariant.
PLANAR GEOMETRY PRIMITIVE EXTRACTION
Intersecting line primitive extraction
First, a line segment detector (LSD [7] ) is applied to extract line segment. Then, line segments (or extension line segments)
with the same intersection (only one) are combined to be an intersecting line primitive according to the neighborhood relation in spatial. 
Figure 1 The relation between two line segments
The relation between two line segments should be considered first before combining them. Here, there are two kinds of relations, line segments with overlapping after projection and line segments with no overlapping after projection. As is shown in figure 1(a) , AB and CD are line segments known, two perpendicular lines are drawn from A, B towards CD, the foot points are N, J separately. NJ is a shadow of AB on CD, and ND is the overlapping line segment between CD and NJ. Then, AB and CD are defined to be line segments with overlapping after projection. Similarly, AM is an overlapping line segment between KM and AB. In figure 1(b) , EF and GH are line segments known, PQ is a shadow of EF on GH, and RS is a shadow of GH on EF. There is no overlapping line segment between PQ and GH, and similarly it
happens between RS and EF. Then, EF and GH are defined to be line segments with no overlapping after projection. Now the relation of two line segments is known, the distance between two line segments is expected to be obtained. As is shown in figure 2(a) , AB and CD are line segments with overlapping after projection, and then the minimum distance between endpoints of AB and CD is defined to be the distance between AB and CD: figure 2(b) , EF and GH are line segments with no overlapping after projection, and then the minimum distance of perpendicular lines from endpoints of one line segment to another line segment is defined to be the distance between EF Figure 2 The distance of two line segments
Blob primitive extraction
Difference of Gaussian (DoG) is an approximation of Laplace of Gaussian, it is proposed for optimizing blob detection method by Lowe. First, Gaussian function is applied to smooth an image, and adjacent Gaussian images are subtracted to produce the difference-of-Gaussian images. Then, maxima and minima of the DoG images are detected by comparing a pixel to its neighbors at current and adjacent scales, and accurate location of blob will be got.
SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, some simulation results are given. Figure 3 
CONCLUSIONS
A method of planar geometry primitive presentation is proposed. Intersecting line primitive and blob primitive are constructed to describe the structure of the object in this method. Intersecting line primitive can reflect intersecting structure of line segments, and blob primitive can reflect areas existing color or gray difference with surroundings.
Representation of the object can be done even if there are rotation, scaling and noise. Experimental results verify the effectiveness and robustness of this method. In the future, we will try to improve noise immunity of this method.
